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Clue 4

We are making border units today. These ARE included in your fabric requirements and 
add HEAPS of movement and fun to the overall design. You will not regret the effort you 
put forth in creating these. Again, we have two blocks. ALL SIZES make 4 (four) of Block 
A, while everyone makes different numbers of Block B. Please watch the cutting charts for 
YOUR chosen size. Our blocks will measure 6-1/2” today.

Block A:

We just need 4 HST units for this clue. These will measure 
6-1/2” once complete. I drew ONE diagonal line on the wrong 
side of my CONTRAST 2 fabric as it is easier for me to see. I 
then stitched 1/4” to the left and right of the line, pressed toward 
the POP and squared up to 6-1/2”.

Block B:

*For these 2-1/2” CONTRAST 2 squares, you can use all your scraps from all previous 
clues and cuts.

POP and CONTRAST 2 All Sizes

6-7/8” WOF strips (or scraps from before) 1

Sub-cut to 6-7/8” squares 2

BACKGROUND Lap Twin Queen, King

6-1/2” WOF strips 3 3 4

Sub-cut to 6-1/2” x 2-1/2” rectangles 40 48 56

POP Lap Twin Queen, King

6-1/2” WOF strips 3 3 4

Sub-cut to 6-1/2” x 2-1/2” rectangles 40 48 56

CONTRAST 2 Lap Twin Queen, King

6-1/2” WOF strips 3 3 4

Sub-cut to 6-1/2” x 2-1/2” rectangles 40 48 56

2-1/2” WOF strips 10 12 14

Sub-cut to 2-1/2” squares* 160 192 224
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We will need to draw ONE diagonal line on the wrong side of our CONTRAST 2) 2-1/2”
squares to complete these. We will have heaps of bonus triangles for you to play with once 
we complete these units.

We will stitch these squares to the short sides of our 2-1/2” x 6-1/2” rectangles (POP and 
BACKGROUND), pointing toward each other. Here they are laid out on my POP fabric:

We will stitch ON the line (or just to the right of the line to help with the fold space), 
trimming to your 1/4” seam allowance. EVERY background and pop rectangle needs to 
look like these to complete our units.

Here is our layout, once we complete the rectangles from 
above:

And complete, we need to square up to 6-1/2” squares.

 Lap needs 40 of these units.

Twin needs 48 of these units.

Queen and King need 56 of these units.
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